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My Russian Trip is a series of visual novels which describes the adventures of a Japanese student in Russia. The first part will
take you to Vladivostok, where you’ll get acquainted with extraordinary girls and will find yourself in the center of a very

peculiar story…

Hideo Wakatabi, an ordinary Japanese student, decides to travel to Russia to study and find information for his graduation work.
The path of our hero starts in the pearl of Primorye (seaside Russian area) - Vladivostok city. Here Hideo begins to get

acquainted with the many-sided northern country and its inhabitants (females in particular). Three charming girls with different
dreams will help Hideo collect the materials for the diploma work, but none of them can imagine that the greatest adventure of

their lives is already waiting for them...

In the first part of the visual novel you will get:

The unique atmosphere of Vladivostok - Russia's largest port in the Pacific, which has a very rich history;

Adventures based on the real urban legends and local folklore of Vladivostok;
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Three awesome girls (a frivolous fan of Japan, a purposeful careerist and an adventurous outsider) and a cute Japanese
guy;

Irony, tons of irony!

Russia remains a country of stereotypes, but this game will show you what lies behind them. You will learn a lot about
Vladivostok (and in the next chapters - about other Russian cities), plunge into the world of urban legends and just have a great

time in a good company.
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Title: My Russian Trip
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Night Dreams Studio
Publisher:
Night Dreams Studio
Release Date: 27 Jul, 2018

 a09c17d780 

English,Russian,German,Simplified Chinese
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This is an interesting game about Vladivostok (at this time all of Russia you can visit). You can find out some interesting
information and try to date one of the Russian girls you meet along the way. There is a major glitch where if you meet with
Natasha on the third day, and click the second of the options, it does not display text in her answer\u2026 which since that is
how you go forward, means you have to restart.

Another glitch appears to be that only Sasha\u2019s ending (aside from the all-alone ending) is currently working.

If the devs fix these glitches it should be a fine game. Might want to get it on discount, though.. Boring, there are spelling
mistakes and translation errors. The plot has some potential, but it didn't interest me sufficiently.
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